




Membership

Applicant is tested on image recognition

“A true pedo will know all files in their collection 
and will remember enough about each image to 
be able to answer specific questions.” 

Applicant must have an extensive image library



Group Security

All communications encrypted with PGP 
(double encrypted)

Firewall/port scanning
Operating systems fully encrypted and use cleansing 

software
Proxies/anonymisers 

LEA sites and media monitored
Encryption keys changed monthly



Group Security

Movie files - compressed and split into multiple files





Full time covert Operative allocated
Intelligence monitoring and data interception

Operation Achilles commenced

QPS response



“I think it is very unwise to assume that LEA is not capable of evolving a strategy 
designed to work where their previous ones have patently failed. 

Given THEIR way of thinking, we're probably one of the 
"best organised CP rings on the Usenet". 

It's not safe to assume that LEA knows nothing about us, 
or that they're not seeking us. 

Of course we're responsible for our own security. 

Communication interception



“Maybe all that is needed is new nicks and 
new keys once in a while

 
just to keep a small lid on group security 

and to keep outsiders guessing.

Any objections to having a theme?  

I think it keeps things interesting 
even if it fools no one”





chess…?



“The chess board is the world. 

The pieces are the Law and the Group.

The rules of the game are encoded 
into the justice system.

The player on the other side 
is hidden from us.  

We know that his play is always patient, 
and we know, to our cost, 

that he never overlooks a mistake, 
or makes the smallest allowance 

for ignorance.”



 Image Library



6 Months monitoring – data interception – analysis 

Victim identification/dissemination

FBI IITF briefed on Operation Achilles

FBI deploy SA Wilder to Queensland for training

Operational success would require continued deployment of QPS 
covert operative

Operation Status



Daphne & Irena
Operation Video Child

Operation Koala
Operation Hammer



“The Daphne Extra Special Video”
“it was made by special request”

“the group has paid $120 towards the cost”



YVM  “Young Video Models”
“She Speaks Dutch Flemish”





 The LEA response





13 July 

“We have listened to the videos and found out that the 
language spoken is Dutch from Belgium”



21 July 
USENET - P2P



26 July 2006











Supply and demand





Operational Closure



1300hrs 29 February 2008

1200hrs 1 March 2008











Detective Inspector
Daniel Szumilas



1500hrs GMT+1
29 February 2008



‘Hit Radio’



2 Arrested

4 Arrested

2 Arrested

14 Arrested

Results Operation Achilles

•26 child victim images intercepted  analysed – 

disseminated - rescued



Operation Koala 
•2500 investigative leads

•23 children rescued 

•20+ child victims identified Ukraine



jon.rouse@optus.ap.blackberry.net
Rouse.Jonathanp@police.qld.gov.au
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